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Description
TYPO3 supports both "connected" and "free" mode for the translation of page content.
If for some reason it happens, that the page translation is in mixed mode (both connected and free mode records exist for this
translation), the "Translate" button is still clickable but the wizard won't show a clickable option.
In such a case TYPO3 should show a message in the wizard overlay that explains, why using the translation wizard is not possible in
mixed mode.
-> See screenshot for the current behaviour. An empty wizard will open with no option to go further, which looks confusing to the
editor.
Associated revisions
Revision f224abd1 - 2020-01-17 12:06 - Christian Eßl
[TASK] Tell reason why translation wizard is not usable in "mixed mode"
When clicking the "translate" button for a page translation, that has
"mixed mode" records, an empty wizard would be shown with no indication
what is wrong.
An alert message is now added, that explains the reason why the
translation wizard cannot be used in "free mode".
Resolves: #89345
Releases: master
Change-Id: I81afe42330393e9c2135e987e838a674b4f5288b
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62788
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Steffen Frese <steffenf14@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Sascha Rademacher <sascha.rademacher+typo3@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Frank Nägler <frank.naegler@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Steffen Frese <steffenf14@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Sascha Rademacher <sascha.rademacher+typo3@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Frank Nägler <frank.naegler@typo3.org>

History
#1 - 2019-10-04 09:56 - Christian Eßl
- Description updated
#2 - 2019-10-04 09:57 - Christian Eßl
- Subject changed from TYPO3 should tell the reason why translation is not possible in mixed mode to TYPO3 should tell the reason why translation in
mixed mode is not possible
#3 - 2019-12-30 10:53 - Christian Eßl
- Tracker changed from Bug to Task
#4 - 2019-12-30 10:56 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

2020-11-23
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Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62788
#5 - 2020-01-17 12:30 - Christian Eßl
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset f224abd169b4b52d452c0719900be09b0a64baaf.
#6 - 2020-02-27 12:42 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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